Design-based research as a model for systematic curriculum development: The example of a curriculum for introductory optics
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[This paper is part of the Focused Collection on Curriculum Development: Theory into Design.] Although curriculum design has a long tradition in physics education research (PER), it is often criticized for unclear or inconsistent methodologies. One reason is that the theory-into-practice aspect frequently remains blurred. Only a few curriculum projects have given insight into the rule-guided translation of learning theories into curricula and curriculum materials. This paper reports how design-based research (DBR) was used as a framework for systematic curriculum development during a six-year-long project on a middle school optics curriculum. One key feature of DBR is to deduce design principles from theoretical and empirical foundations, apply them in the creation of a curriculum, and refine them in response to data collected during successions of implementation. The design principles guide and structure the iterative cycles of design—intervention—redesign and make a systematic and nevertheless flexible design process transparent. We provide the level of detail needed to make clear how design principles were developed and applied in the creation of the optics curriculum. In addition, we use many examples to illustrate how and why the initial set of design principles was refined. We report the results of a large scale evaluation of the curriculum that shows its superiority to conventional instruction. Finally, we summarize the lessons learned during this project. This shall support other scholars in designing and implementing curricula.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on teaching and learning has flourished in the last decades. Strong learning theories have been developed and validated. But there is no easy connection between those theories and the development of concrete curricula. In the past, we have collected a lot of experience in theory-based and research-led curriculum design projects for middle school topics (mechanics, electricity [1,2]). We recognized that there are many articles on curriculum design, but only a handful elaborate how learning theories shape curriculum design on an operational level (e.g., Refs. [3–5]). This paper aims to fill this gap.

The primary goal of this paper is to demonstrate how learning theories and results of previous research shaped the design of a curriculum for introductory optics at the middle school level. The starting point of our project was students’ low understanding of core topics of optics as shown in numerous studies (for an overview, see Ref. [6]). We wanted to improve this situation and so we decided to develop a theory-driven but practice-based curriculum on introductory optics for year-8 students.

Our work on curriculum development was guided by the paradigm of design-based research (DBR). A key feature of DBR is to deduce design principles from theoretical and empirical foundations, apply them in the design process, and refine them in response to data collected during successions of implementation. This idea is not new, however, only little has been published that provides the level of detail needed to make clear how design principles are applied in the creation of curricula [3–5,7,8]. Accordingly, it is not surprising that the DBR paradigm is often criticized for having unclear methodologies for warranting claims [8]. In this paper, we will describe how the theory-into-practice aspect guided the extensive development process of a six-year-long project on the learning of introductory optics for middle school students. Throughout this process, different research methods were used to answer various research questions at a range of grain sizes. For example, interviews were used to investigate students’ understanding of white light [9] (Sec. VI A), teaching experiments were used to analyze students’ learning processes (Sec. VI A),
and large scale survey assessment studies were done to evaluate the effects of the whole curriculum [10] (Sec. VI B). In total, more than 120 interviews with students were analyzed, nearly 80 teaching experiments were conducted, and the conceptual understanding in optics of more than 3500 middle school students (Sec. VI B) was tested.

The major contribution of this paper is to focus on the generation, application, and refinement of design principles. Using the example of our optics curriculum, we outline how we deduced design principles from theoretical and empirical foundations and how they guided the creation of the initial version of our curriculum. We also illuminate how and why curriculum elements have changed over time, how and why pictorial and verbal representations have been altered, and why topics and activities are structured in a certain way in the final version.

The article is structured as follows: Sec. II introduces DBR briefly. After that in Sec. III, we introduce aspects that served as theoretical background for the generation of theory-driven and evidence-based design principles. Finally, in Sec. IV we focus on these design principles and how they guided the development of the optics curriculum. In terms of students coming to understand content knowledge, this curriculum proved to work significantly better than conventional instruction in real middle school settings (Sec. V). We provide a summary of evaluation results in Sec. VII.

II. DESIGN-BASED RESEARCH: INTEGRATING EVIDENCE-BASED, THEORY-DRIVEN, AND PRACTICE-BASED ASPECTS INTO CURRICULUM DESIGN

This section provides the theory-into-practice aspect behind the development process of our optics curriculum. It outlines the theoretical approach of curriculum design on a metalevel, describing how the process of curriculum design itself can be structured from a theoretical point of view.

DBR was identified as a good framework for the development of our curriculum due to its theoretical, evidence-based orientation that does not neglect needs of school practice. Design-based research can be characterized as an approach “which blends empirical educational research with the theory-driven design of learning environments”; an overall aim of DBR is to learn “how, when, and why educational innovations work in practice” [11].

Since the early 1990s, different design research movements have emerged mostly in the context of instructional design projects [12]. Different strands of design research serve different needs and have therefore different characteristics and features [13]. Design research goes back to several research programs. One of them is the movement of curriculum innovation [14]. The tradition of curriculum innovation is characterized by a sequential structure: Curricula are developed guided by already available scientific knowledge. Ready-made curricula are subsequently disseminated and implemented.

In contrast, DBR combines the educational development of instructional design and traditional education research processes.

“Design-based research is not so much an approach as it is a series of approaches, with the intent of producing new theories, artifacts, and practices that account for and potentially impact learning and teaching in naturalistic settings.” [15].

DBR aims at generating new forms of content-related instruction as well as domain specific theories about teaching and learning. Both processes are seen as interdependent and are thus carried out simultaneously, in iterative cycles: Theory informs the design of the teaching and learning environments (TLEs) and is in turn modified based on empirical findings of the TLE interventions. Modified theoretical aspects then influence the instructional design of the TLEs, and so on. Later, we will present examples of such cycles.

Another characteristic feature of DBR is its claim for feasibility in “naturalistic contexts” in the sense of effectiveness and easy implementation in authentic classroom settings [15]. Consequently, practitioners are usually integrated in the design process from the beginning, as “the theory must do real work” [16].

So far, we have described DBR as practice oriented in terms of research settings, research products (ecological validity), and roles of practitioners. In addition, research questions addressed by DBR projects also demonstrate this practice-oriented aspect. While classical domain specific research seeks to identify students’ conceptions and/or learning difficulties, DBR usually starts from practical problems like concrete deficits in students’ performance. DBR produces instructional designs for authentic school settings. At the same time, domain specific instruction theories are generated. “A local instruction theory hence addresses the learning of a specific topic […], offering theories about a possible learning process, together with theories about possible means of supporting that learning process […].” [13]

The Design-Based Research Collective identifies four major benefits of implementing DBR in education [11]:

“(a) exploring possibilities for creating novel learning and teaching environments, (b) developing theories of learning and instruction that are contextually based, (c) advancing and consolidating design knowledge, and (d) increasing our capacity for educational innovation”.

Points (a), (b), and (c) were our main objectives for the development of a curriculum for introductory optics at the middle school level.

Figure 1 depicts a model of the process designed to follow research and development objectives (a), (b) and (c).
In general, DBR operates in two intertwined process spaces that start from a concrete, practical problem, e.g., in our case a weak conceptual understanding of introductory optics at the end of middle school [17]. This origin is located at the center of Fig. 1. The research cycle (RC) (Fig. 1, left) promotes the earlier mentioned objectives of developing contextually based theories of teaching and learning [(b) in Fig. 1, left] and advancing and consolidating design knowledge in this field [respectively, (c) in Fig. 1, left]. Therefore, it mirrors the prototypical procedure of science education research. The products of this cycle are aimed at the scientific community (e.g., presentation of the findings at research conferences and in research journals).

On a structural level, both the research process and the development process are connected by four conceptual levels, which are indicated by horizontal bands in Fig. 1. Each level corresponds to a process step, which connects two successive stages of the process. Both process cycles depart from the common center, the problem stage. As the subsequent stages of the research and development cycle are different, the related process steps are operationalized differently in each process space. Table I gives an overview of the process steps and related levels of both process spaces [18,19].

The first process step takes place at the heuristic level. In the DC, the approach to solve the practical problem is to develop a draft version of a teaching and learning environment that is based on research-informed design principles. In the RC, hypotheses about domain specific teaching and learning are generated based on existing research findings and theories. These hypotheses are related to the design principles of the DC, as they can be seen as hypothetical assumptions about theories concerning contextually based instruction.

The second process step is related to the empirical level. In the DC, the draft version of the TLE is tried out with students. This can be done in different formats ranging from teaching experiments to field trials in classroom settings. For the RC, the interventions provide the opportunity to collect research data.

The third process step aims at converting the results of the second step into products. In the DC, the experiences of the interventions contribute to an improvement of the draft version of the TLE. In the RC, the collected data are analyzed and local theories about contextually based instruction are generated and/or refined.

The fourth process step has two dimensions. Because of the cyclic and iterative nature of DBR, the products of the previous step may be challenged again at an empirical level and thus reenter another cycle of development and/or research. At the same time, these products need to be validated. In the DC, the created artifacts are ecologically validated.
validated by school practice; in the RC, local domain specific learning theories need to be validated within the scientific community.

It is, however, important to stress the interdependency of the processes within and in-between the two process spaces. Within one process space, the single stages are interdependent. Therefore, they cannot be treated isolated or as a linear succession of steps. In addition, stages are interlinked across the two process spaces as the bands of the four conceptual levels indicate in Fig. 1. Therefore, results and findings of the corresponding stages of both cycles must be closely related to each other. As DBR is an iterative approach, the research and product cycle are usually repeated several times.

III. CURRICULUM DESIGN: THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL FOUNDATIONS

In this section, we will discuss the theory that guided the design process of our introductory optics curriculum. Or, in other words, our goal is to uncover the “theoretical ingredients” for our curriculum. As mentioned above, DBR is a theory- and evidence-driven approach to curriculum design. Teaching and learning environments are based on design principles that are deduced from theories and empirical evidence about teaching and learning in a certain domain. In the development space, these domain specific design principles function as guidelines for the design process; in the research space, they have the function of hypotheses that are tested to refine a local instruction theory about teaching and learning a certain subdomain (see Fig. 1 and Table I). Since design principles are deduced from a theoretical underpinning and from empirical evidence, this basis needs to be outlined before the specific design principles can be discussed (see Sec. IV).

At this point, it is important to stress that we will focus on the theoretical aspects that were regarded as relevant for our curriculum design. Each design process is influenced by a certain context and is therefore specified by local aspects. We, for example, worked on a certain topic (optics), framed by a certain national syllabus, for a certain group of students (year-8 students) with age related preknowledge and cognitive and verbal capacities. Consequently, in other projects, the central theories and relevant research findings [17] may differ.

A. Moderate constructivism

In general, the theoretical framework of our curriculum design is based on a moderate constructivist perspective towards learning, where learners are viewed as constructing new knowledge based on their prior knowledge and experiences. From a constructivist point of view, learning is conceptualized as building up and adapting cognitive structures as the learner interacts with the environment [20]. Therefore, learning does not only take place in formal or school related instructional situations; rather, learning happens constantly in everyday situations as well, consciously or unconsciously [21].

“...In interacting with the environment, with others, and with the artifacts of technology, people form internal, mental models of themselves and of the things with which they are interacting. These models provide predictive and explanatory power for understanding the interaction.” [22].

Consequently, preknowledge as well as emotional and affective experiences (attitudes, motivation, and interest) are important factors for the success of intended learning processes. We conceive learning as an individual, active, and social process, where preknowledge of the individual is activated in a social, situated way and learning environments trigger the transformation of existing cognitive structures.

B. Conceptual change

Students have already acquired numerous concepts about the natural world before they enter formal instruction. These everyday conceptions are very stable, as they have proved to be successful in everyday life. So from a learner’s point of view, there is little, if any, need to change these conceptions [23]. However, these everyday conceptions are frequently at odds with scientific concepts [24].

A central goal of physics teaching is to change these everyday conceptions into more scientific ones. However, this change does not work as a mechanistic exchange from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Research cycle (RC)</th>
<th>Development cycle (DC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>from problem to hypothesis</td>
<td>from problem to draft version of TLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>from hypothesis to data collection</td>
<td>from draft version of TLE to intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>from data to research products (local domain specific learning, design knowledge) (b), (c)</td>
<td>from intervention to artifacts (prototypical TLEs (a), domain specific design principles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>from theories to scientific community (peer validation of local domain specific learning theories, design knowledge)</td>
<td>from artifacts to school practice and teachers (ecological validation of artifacts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
one idea to another; rather, research has shown that conceptual change is a complex and difficult procedure [25]. Conceptual change theories, which are based on constructivism, are guides in deciding which instructional conditions and strategies are supportive for the development of ideas that are more scientifically appropriate [26].

The first education researchers to discuss conceptual change focused on the exchange aspect. More modern approaches, however, think of conceptual change as a “long-lasting gradual process” [26], where conceptions are not extinguished but restructured (in “conceptual growth” or “conceptual development”). These two theoretical frameworks coincide with two major types of instructional strategies used to bring about conceptual change: (i) discontinuous ways, resulting in instantaneous changes, and (ii) continuous ways linked to growth approaches. Although originally the discontinuous strategy of cognitive conflict was preferred, continuous approaches have gotten more attention during the last decade for several reasons. First, research findings have shown that it is quite difficult to trigger the same conflict in all students of a class at the same time, since learning is an individual process [27]. “Cognitive conflict of the kind that discrepant events provide is useful when the learner cares to engage with them and has a stake in their resolution. Otherwise, it might be commonsense to ignore them.” [28]. In addition, there is empirical evidence that even if learners produce adequate answers and show a temporary mastery of concepts, misconceptions are not erased or replaced through instruction. More and more findings in neuroscience hint at a coexistence of scientific and nonscientific schemata. This indicates that concepts of different status (expert, naïve) can coexist in one person. Several studies were able to demonstrate that “when experts succeed in scientific tasks, they activate brain mechanisms usually associated with the function of inhibition.” [29]. This suggests that conflicting conceptions still exist in the minds of experts and that experts—due to their expertise—are able to trigger mechanisms that inhibit the initial, but no longer prevailing, misconceptions [29–33].

These findings have several implications for the design of learning environments and curricula: First, successful learning output is tied to the prevalence of adequate conceptions over misconceptions. Therefore, instructional strategies must aim at increasing the status of intended conceptions while lowering the status of initial conceptions. Hewson [34] related this strategy to the seminal conceptual change model identified by Posner et al. in 1982 [23], writing “[t]he first condition [of conceptual change]—dissatisfaction—has the effect of lowering the status of current ideas.” The remaining three of the four conditions, namely, intelligibility, plausibility, and fruitfulness, “contribute to raising the status of new ideas” [34].

Potvin [29] proposes a procedure for instruction that is supposed to produce appropriate “conceptual prevalence.” The “additive model of conceptual change” structures learning processes in three phases: (i) Introduction of programmed, intended conceptions in order to make them available for learners. (ii) Installation of inhibition mechanism: “develop and support watchfulness for contexts where intuitive prevalence produces unwanted performances”. (iii) Support of prevalence: “favor durable prevalence of programmed conceptions by meaningfulness and automaticity” [29].

For the development of curricula, this has the following implications: On the one hand, domain specific key stimuli that support the activation of appropriate knowledge need to be identified and integrated in curricula. On the other hand, domain specific key stimuli that hinder learning processes need to be identified and avoided. One strategy is the installation of inhibitive “stop signs.” According to Potvin [29], inhibitive stop signs are cognitive reflexes that help a learner to identify contexts where certain initial conceptions should not be used. The installation of such stop signs is thought to support the stability of appropriate concepts in learners.

C. Educational reconstruction

Although physics education research has established a well-grounded and detailed “catalogue of students’ conceptions” emphasizing learning difficulties, instructional practices at schools are hardly informed by them. A similar situation holds true for students’ interests. Research findings about students’ interests on the level of context and content [35–38] are frequently ignored in learning environments. The model of educational reconstruction [39] is a way of creating instructional practices that pay tribute to constructivist ideas of learning and integrate domain specific research findings about effective learning processes (see Fig. 2). This model not only considers science subject matter but also students’ perspectives on a topic. Students’ perspectives include conceptions and domain specific learning difficulties as well as affective variables like interest. Following constructivist ideas about learning,
the model of educational reconstruction guides the design process of learning environments by operating in three interlinked areas: (i) “clarification and analysis of science subject matter”, (ii) “student and teacher perspectives regarding the chosen subject” and (iii) “design and evaluation of learning environments” [40].

Van Dijk and Kattmann summarize the process of educational reconstruction as follows:

“Firstly, the similarities between students’ conceptions and the scientific conceptions must be considered mutually. Secondly, the educational objectives and the students’ ideas have to be put in a context that is understandable [and interesting] for students. The abstract scientific conceptions have to be enriched and embedded in the scientific content for teaching.” [41].

On a more abstract level, the process of educational reconstruction can be described as a synthesis of the elementary features of topic-specific science content and of educational theories and research findings that provide guidelines for the design. The teaching and learning environment for a specific subject matter domain and setting is then created along these guidelines or design principles (see Sec. IV).

In general, educational reconstruction works on different grain sizes: On the one hand, a focus is put on the level of individual concepts, where subject matter is reconstructed according to learners’ needs (which are in turn affected by preknowledge, interest, etc.). On the other hand, educational reconstruction also operates on the level of sequencing, as the sequence in which concepts are introduced and how they are interlinked influence the quality of learning processes [42,43]. There are several indications that traditional scientific content structures (how concepts are sequenced, etc.) are not necessarily the most effective for successful learning. In the 1960s, instructional approaches that emphasized content structure were created to help students understand how things are related, with the underlying goal being to bring students towards more expertlike conceptual understanding. However, it turned out that content structures do not necessarily support students’ understanding [44].

Duit and Treagust address this issue [26]:

“The content structure for instruction needs to be designed taking into account the actual knowledge of what we know about students’ pre-instructional conceptions and learning processes from conceptual change studies. Interestingly, this issue seems to be neglected or given only little attention in many studies on conceptual change. However, it seems to be essential to embed studies of conceptual change in models of instructional planning that deliberately take into account the aims of instruction and the student cognitive and affective perspectives when planning content structure for instruction”.

Sikorski and Hammer stress that curriculum design does not have to adhere to disciplinary content structures to provide coherency, but that it is rather necessary that “students […] are recognized as the agents of coherence seeking.” [44]

This, however, implies that curriculum design processes have to focus on different levels (see Sec. IV): The microlevel is dedicated to the identification of the core ideas of a topic and how these core ideas can be reduced in complexity so that they are plausible for the target group. The mesolevel of design links different key ideas of a subtopic of the curriculum and arranges them according to the learning needs of the audience. The macrolevel functions on the biggest grain size. It reconstructs the content structure in terms of the sequencing of subtopics and their interlinking and it maps the level of consistency and coherence of recurrent concepts in all segments of the curriculum. Consequently, design principles need to focus on sequencing as well.

D. Research on students’ conceptions

In Sec. III B, we outlined the importance of students’ preknowledge in general and the influence of domain specific students’ conceptions on formal learning processes. This field of students’ conceptions and perspectives is one of the core fields of PER. Starting in the 1970s, numerous researchers and research projects have centered on both the investigation of students’ conceptions and the identification of domain specific learning obstacles [45].

The topic of optics is one of the best-researched topics concerning students’ conceptions, and a reliable catalogue of students’ conceptions exists already. The scope of this paper is too limited to discuss students’ conceptions on optics in detail; however, a good outline of research findings until 2009 can be found in the STCSE database (Students’ and Teachers’ Conceptions and Science Education) [46], and a concise overview is given in the AAAS strand maps [47]. We will, however, now provide an example that demonstrates in what way students’ conceptions and related learning obstacles may guide curriculum design: The concept of vision is fundamental for the understanding of many key ideas of basic optics. If students do not grasp the idea of vision thoroughly, they have little chance in gaining conceptual insight into other subdomains of optics [48,49]. The main categories of student alternative conceptions related to vision were categorized by Guesne [50] and confirmed by many other researchers [51–53]. As far as the visual perception of an object is concerned, for students it seems to be very difficult to establish an adequate relationship between the light source, the object illuminated, and the observer. Even after formal instruction in optics, the majority of students either thinks that only the presence of light—conceptualized as a static entity—makes the object visible (“light bath idea”), or that light just needs to be beamed on an object for the object to be visible.
The everyday use of language is one source of alternative conceptions about vision—as it is for other key concepts of optics.

“Historically, language was developed under the influence of visual perception and well before our present understanding of vision was reached. Thus many linguistic constructions do not conform to present-day scientific knowledge. Phrases such as ‘her eyes shine’, ‘his face radiates light’, ‘she casts a glance’, ‘light fills the room’, ‘the mirror reflects images’ and ‘the tree casts its shadow’ are at odds with contemporary optics.” [54].

The knowledge about such alternative ideas and their possible sources together with the idea of conceptual prevalence (see Sec. III B) provides guidance for the design of the TLE. In the case of vision, the implication is that the status of a sender-emission-receiver model (see Sec. III E) needs to be increased by the TLE, while the status of the light bath conception needs to be lowered. In addition, it seems to be necessary to avoid certain key stimuli like the use of such phrases as mentioned in the citation above. The example of students’ conceptions on vision and related learning obstacles is prototypical for the relevance of research in evidence-based curriculum design.

IV. TRANSLATING THEORETICAL ASPECTS AND RESEARCH-BASED EVIDENCE INTO DESIGN PRINCIPLES: THE EXAMPLE OF A CURRICULUM FOR INTRODUCTORY OPTICS

The theoretical and empirical foundations presented in the previous sections serve as a basis both for the design process of our optics curriculum and for the theory generation in our research. In the paradigm of DBR, design principles guide the curriculum design process; at the same time, they take the role of hypotheses that are tested to refine local instruction theories about teaching and learning. To exemplify this theory-into-practice aspect, we will now discuss how we deduced design principles from theoretical and empirical foundations as we developed a curriculum for introductory optics for middle school students.

As mentioned earlier (see Sec. II), DBR is a cyclic process, which starts at a concrete problem from school practice (see Fig. 3, middle-left). In our case, the starting point was the poor conceptual knowledge of Austrian middle school students after their formal instruction in optics [17]. After identifying and analyzing the practical problem in stage one, we developed a draft version of the teaching and learning environment in stage two (see Fig. 3). This TLE draft was based upon design principles, which were in turn deduced from theory, preliminary developments, and research findings (see Sec. III E, Sec. III D).

In what follows, we separate our design principles into two categories, general design principles and domain specific design principles. General design principles build the overarching theoretical framework, they mirror the theoretical approach of a curriculum design project. Domain specific design principles are local. They are in
general accordance with general design principles in the sense that they do not contradict them, but rather echo them on a more local level. Local refers, for example, to a certain topic or subtopic of a domain, to a certain group of learners or a certain teaching context (e.g., formal instruction, physics lessons). Domain specific design principles inform the content structure of a curriculum and they also shape curriculum elements. General design principles and domain specific design principles are not in a one-to-one relationship. A domain specific design principle can resonate with more than one general design principle at a time. The section on domain specific design principles (Sec. IV B) illustrates this with several examples.

We will first present the initial version of those principles that guided the development of the draft version of the curriculum (see Fig. 3). In the course of the iterative succession of design, intervention, and redesign, this initial set of design principles was transformed in response to collected data. The final design principles make up the local instruction theory about teaching and learning introductory optics. In a later part of this paper (Sec. VI A) we present how they have changed and for what reasons.

A. General design principles

General design principles specify theoretical aspects of teaching and learning on a general level. They also emphasize the theory-driven and evidence-based approach in our curriculum design project, in which decisions are always tied back to theories or are based on existing research findings.

1. (G1) The development of the curriculum is based on findings from research on learners’ perspectives and students’ conceptions

Constructivist learning theories emphasize learners’ prior knowledge and experiences as the most relevant factors for successful learning processes [23,26,74], as discussed in Sec. III A. Consequently, it is necessary to build on students’ ideas [5]. Research on students’ conceptions is a reliable source to shed light on students’ perspectives in a certain teaching context. Educational reconstruction (Sec. III C) takes this into account as each subject matter concept is contrasted to documented students’ conceptions and reconstructed on this basis for the curriculum.

We mainly identified students’ conceptions on optics based on literature research. In addition, we used a nationwide testing (see Sec. V) as a kind of pre-assessment to check whether in literature documented students’ conceptions can be replicated in our target group of learners. In the case of ambiguities concerning students’ ideas during the implementation phases, we conducted additional research on students’ conceptions (see Fig. 4, cycles A, C, IV).

FIG. 3. Model of DBR with superposed development and research space. The successive stages of the development process are written in bold, black letters, related stages of the research process in gray italics.
2. (G2) Learners are active participants in teaching-learning processes

As outlined in the section on moderate constructivism (Sec. III A), learning is seen as an active, individual process that takes place in social contexts. Learning environments have the function of scaffolding and guiding learning processes towards an intended direction [3]. Thus, the curriculum provides learning activities that induce learning processes by elements of cognitive activation.

In the optics curriculum, most topics start with a prompt that introduces the key ideas and central issues which students will work on. Later sections of the curriculum additionally use different types of activities to reactivate key ideas of earlier topics. After this initial phase of cognitive activation, a central phenomenon is usually introduced which students explore, guided by input and active learning tasks. Active learning opportunities are integrated in the curriculum either in the form of pair work or individual working phases that are typically followed by group or whole class discussions. These tasks actively engage students, structure instruction and follow a guided approach. Unguided open learning situations based on “learning by doing” or “trial and error” approaches are avoided as they may endanger students’ learning success [75] by inadvertently supporting the status of initial misconceptions, instead of introducing intended conceptions and increasing their status as discussed in Sec. III B.

So, we follow a student centered and active learning approach. Emphasis is put on cognitive activation.

3. (G3) Conceptual change is triggered by continuous strategies rather than by cognitive conflict

As discussed above (Sec. III B), conceptual change researchers describe various strategies to shift alternative conceptions towards more scientific ideas. Although the strategy of cognitive conflict originally predominated in research-based curriculum development, neurological findings in recent years suggest alternative approaches that follow enrichment or prevalence strategies [26,29]. Consistent with these latter findings, our design decisions aim to avoid activating initial students’ conceptions that may hinder the successive learning processes. In contrast, the optics curriculum seeks to integrate key stimuli that activate desired knowledge elements and thus follows a prevalence strategy (see Sec. III B). The identification of key stimuli that hinder or support learning processes is carried out in learning process studies, which are part of the research cycle of DBR.

As we acknowledge conceptual change as a long lasting, gradual process that develops over time, we are aware that learning processes do not immediately result in targeted ideas. The continuous strategy of conceptual change takes this into account as it supports the development of fruitful sub concepts (“partial knowledge” [3]). Only when conceptual status of these sub concepts has been raised, instruction moves on to more complex concepts. In terms of the optics curriculum this means for example: only when students have acquired a solid understanding of how we see primary light sources based on a sender-receiver model,
instruction moves on to the mechanism behind the perception of secondary light sources.

4. (G4) Learning obstacles are explicite in the learning process to install inhibitory “cognitive stop signs”

This curriculum design tries to avoid the reinforcement of existing students’ conceptions. “Therefore, [students] must be made aware of the insufficiencies of their misconceptions and warned that in certain identified contexts, they have limits” [29]. At the same time, inhibition mechanisms (Sec. III B) are used to train students to avoid typical error patterns. In the course of the optics curriculum, catchy mottos are introduced that function as key stimuli in the sense of inhibitory “stop signs”. These mottos are used at critical parts of the curriculum, where students typically tend to fall back to their alternative conceptions. The mottos remind students of the limitations of these conceptions, inhibiting their use. For example, when students work on the sender-receiver idea for primary light sources, we implement the motto “From nothing, nothing can come” as a cognitive anchor. This is taken up at several instances later in the curriculum, for example when students are supported in developing an appropriate idea on how we see secondary light sources.

5. (G5) Learning paths go from individual, subjective perceptions to abstract subject matter principles, which are then tied back to initial, individual perceptions

Above, we discussed the influence of everyday experiences on learning processes (see Sec. III, for example). We have also reviewed the evidence for the coexistence of an everyday perspective and a more scientifically oriented view on subject concepts. A goal of our optics curriculum is for students to be aware of these two perspectives, so as to consciously switch between them and to contrast them on a metalevel. Typical instructional interventions tend to provide abstract subject matter principles based on individual perceptions of everyday life. The optics curriculum, in contrast, develops abstract subject matter principles from personal experiences; what’s more, these principles are then tied back to these initial, individual perceptions. Several sections of the curriculum start with experimental observations. There, the students are asked to describe their personal perceptions. Then the physics perspective is introduced and gradually used to systematize initial perceptions (see DS5).

6. (G6) Learning processes are situated in contexts that are appealing to students

Learning physics in formal school settings is often completely decontextualized or relies on contexts that only marginally fit the interests of the majority of learners [36,76–78]. Frequently, students see little relevance in understanding physics for their everyday life. Constructivist views on learning processes stress, however, the importance of cognitive and affective components (Sec. III A) and the model of educational reconstruction (Sec. III C) incorporates both aspects. Therefore, in the optics curriculum, the development of scientific ideas is situated in contexts that are relevant for students’ everyday life and have shown to be interesting. Namely, the optics curriculum utilizes social, environmental, and biological contexts, including both health issues as well as natural phenomena [36,76,79,80].

7. (G7) Concept development is supported by learner-friendly forms of representations

Science education researchers have stressed the importance of external representations for learning processes for several decades. Researchers have argued that the simultaneous presence of multiple representations is critical in order to establish representational coherence [81–84]. “However, just combining words, pictures, mathematical expressions or other kinds of visualizations does not automatically guarantee meaningful learning.” [85]. So, the choice of external representations needs to be well reflected in the design of learning environments, curricula, and test instruments. It is necessary to ensure that the target group is able to decode relevant key ideas of representations on the basis of their preknowledge.

Special attention should be given to multiple representations in order to establish representational coherence [82–85]. As discussed in Sec. III of this paper, students’ preknowledge, experiences, and learning needs are essential for the design of successful learning processes. These prerequisites should not only be considered on the content level, but also on the level of representational aspects like in verbal or nonverbal representations of subject matter [85,86]. In the development process of the optics curriculum, verbal and nonverbal forms of representations are therefore reconstructed to reduce learning obstacles. In the first version of the curriculum we tried to integrate as many forms of representations as possible that have shown to support students’ learning processes in previous research projects. In addition, students’ understanding and acceptance is checked in teaching experiments. Where necessary, forms of representations are adopted towards students’ needs, as already suggested by Linn et al. [5]. Van Zee et al. [87] show, for example, that students can also be the inventors of such modified representations.

8. (G8) Learners’ needs determine the content structure; the scientific subject content structure does not have priority

In the section on educational reconstruction (Sec. III C), we discussed the importance of the sequence of content segments for learning processes. Most curriculum design projects focus on the reconstruction of the subject content from an expert’s perspective, neglecting the fact that scientific content structures are not necessarily appropriate
for learning [26,88]. The curriculum for introductory optics considers aspects of content structure on the mesolevel and on the macrolevel of design (Sec. III C) from the perspective of what is most sensible to the learner. We use learning process studies and interventions in authentic school settings to identify hints indicating inconsistencies in the content structure.

### B. Domain specific design principles

In contrast to the general design principles, domain specific design principles refer to teaching and learning in the field of introductory optics. They are in resonance with general design principles but are more local and specific as they guide the design process on a concrete level. A domain specific design principle cannot be interpreted as the mere specification of a general design principle, but it is influenced by several general design principles. Like general design principles, domain specific design principles are also theory-driven and research-based.

The initial set of domain specific design principles for the optics curriculum was derived from findings on teaching and learning of optics (e.g., Refs. [62–64,89]). The domain specific design principles do not only guide the development process of the teaching and learning environment; they also take a similar role as hypotheses do in classical research processes: They are refined, expanded, or revised in the context of the research cycle to finally arrive at a refined version of teaching and learning theories specific to introductory optics for middle school students.

PER literature on teaching and learning introductory optics documents a large number of findings, many of which we referenced in the development of the optics curriculum. As the length of this paper is limited, the following section can only provide a condensed summary of the most important principles. However, we give examples how domain specific design principles are applied and in what way they resonate with general design principles. The selection of domain specific design principles reported here tries to give the flavor of our curriculum and underline those aspects that are frequently neglected in conventional instruction (Sec. III E).

1. (DS1) The sender-emission-receiver (SER) mechanism of vision is an essential concept for the understanding of many subtopics of introductory optics. Thus, it is introduced at the beginning of the curriculum and used throughout

As discussed in Sec. III E, it is well known that a basic understanding of how vision works is essential for a basic understanding of optics. Students’ perspectives on vision have been investigated thoroughly. Research reveals a number of very stable alternative conceptions as reported in Sec. III D (illumination, light bath, active eye). General design principle G1 states that students’ preknowledge is essential for their learning. Consequently, typical students’ conceptions are among the guiding factors how instructional elements are structured in the first version of the TLE. Research results also stress the importance of the SER mechanism (see Fig. 5) for the understanding of many concepts of introductory optics (see Sec. III D). Therefore, it is introduced right at the beginning of the curriculum, when the process of vision is introduced. These assumptions about the SER mechanism are tested during successive rounds of implementation and refined and retested if necessary.

For secondary light sources, the SER mechanism is extended to a sender-emission-scattering-receiver (SESR) mechanism (see Fig. 5). The SESR model is integrated in the educational reconstruction of different subtopics of the curriculum (e.g., image formation by mirrors and lenses, body color). This procedure follows general design principle G3 as it is in harmony with a conceptual growth approach: Learning processes are supported by a step-by-step strategy (first SER then SESR). Key concepts are activated again and again throughout the curriculum.

The process of vision is reconstructed with emphasis on the physical part; the psycho-physiological part is mentioned but not explained in detail (see Fig. 5).

Via the use of representations, this concept is anchored in two different ways throughout the curriculum. First, visual representations in the curriculum (iconic representation) explicitly include the observer (receiver) [54,90] (see Fig. 6). This resonates with general design principle G7, as previous research shows that the integration of the observer helps to anchor the SER mechanism better. Again, this assumption is tested during implementation.

Second, a catchy motto is introduced (“From nothing, nothing can come”) (symbolic representation) when the model is explained for the first time. This motto stresses the concept that objects are visible only when they send off light; if they do not (“from nothing”) they cannot be seen (“nothing can come”). We use and connect multiple
always based on a sender-receiver mechanism, even if the understanding that the visual perception of an object is produces light (G1). This idea eventually blocks the conception that a light source emits light because it mostly used for primary sources and thus activates the induce conceptions that inhibit learning\[10,55,70]. I ti s use of the term (DS2) incorporates both ideas, for example, by avoiding the and alternative conceptions (G1). Domain specific principle the relation between everyday language, preknowledge, [Image 100x615 to 249x746]FIG. 6. Example of visual representations including the observer. representations here to support students’ deeper understanding [86]. In addition, these representations are intended to function as inhibitive stop signs that cognitively warn students if they fall back to their alternative ideas about vision (see Secs. III B and III D). This procedure is related to the theoretical underpinning of general design principle G4. On the level of content structure, this model is introduced at the beginning of the curriculum, as it is essential for a basic understanding of many phenomena [90]. Following a prevalence strategy (see Sec. III B and general design principle G4), it is repeated again and again in different phases of this curriculum to actualize its basic idea. This strategy is informed by general design principle G8. In terms of applied contexts, we introduce the idea of how vision works with the help of visual systems of different creatures (human beings, cephalopod). For the perception of secondary light sources, we analyze the phenomenon of orange clouds during sunset. In a later part of the curriculum we address health issues related to the quality of sunglasses based on the SESR model. This choice of contexts is based on general design principle G6. 2. (DS2) Physics terms are adapted towards the learners’ needs

Above, we have emphasized the importance of appropriate and comprehensible representations (G7),\(^1\) as well as the relation between everyday language, preknowledge, and alternative conceptions (G1). Domain specific principle (DS2) incorporates both ideas, for example, by avoiding the use of the term “light source.”

The term light source is a verbal representation that may induce conceptions that inhibit learning [10,55,70]. It is mostly used for primary sources and thus activates the conception that a light source emits light because it produces light (G1). This idea eventually blocks the understanding that the visual perception of an object is always based on a sender-receiver mechanism, even if the object itself does not produce light. We can perceive objects when they send off light. For our perception, it is irrelevant whether the light is sent off by primary light sources or by illuminated objects (secondary sources).

Instead of the term light source, the term sender is used for objects that emit light continuously and the term reemitting sender for objects that emit (reflect) light only after absorption. Sender in both terms denotes that light is sent off from these objects, which is the relevant condition for their visibility. In accordance with the prevalence model of conceptual change (cf. Sec. III B), the optics curriculum stresses this aspect, as it is a prerequisite for the SER mechanisms and thus for understanding the concept of visibility (G4). Many schoolbooks categorize light sources as artificial or natural. This distinction is also avoided, as it does not contribute to the understanding of the process of vision and it creates additional cognitive complexity [10,55,57].

3. (DS3) A ray of light is an idealization. Thus, light rays are introduced as a model step by step

It is a widely spread convention to represent propagating light by straight lines (light rays). Physics textbooks typically use this type of representation right from the beginning, when the optics chapter starts. In most cases, the model character of this form of representation is not discussed. Namely, students are never told that light rays are neither material objects emanating from light sources, nor are they visible per se; rather, they are just a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional phenomenon that indicates, “how information travels in space” [90]. However, an adequate use of this model is crucial for successful learning. In physics classes, students tend to have difficulties in reading and understanding ray diagrams, especially when they are immediately introduced and students are not systematically supported in the abstraction process [90,91]. Many learning difficulties originate from “the coupling of their prior experience with an incomplete understanding of the formal representations” [90].

Ray diagrams may be seen as a simplification at the cost of understanding. Usually students are unaware that ray diagrams are based on a selection of possible light paths, so they typically consider isolated paths of light and tend to lose sight of the whole phenomenon. This in turn hinders conceptual understanding of key concepts like image formation and how optical components (lenses, mirrors, etc.) interact with propagating light [92,93]. Figure 7 contrasts representations with light rays and with diverging light beams. This figure illustrates quite well why students tend to believe, for example, that only half of the image will be visible if the upper half of the lens is covered (G1) [17].

The optics curriculum, on the other hand, does not begin with ray diagrams, but rather with discussion about the propagation of light and the concept of vision. In pictorial representations, propagating light is represented by conical

\(^1\)Resonances with general design principles are indicated by the abbreviation of the general design principle in brackets.
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light beams starting from a light source (see Fig. 8). There is evidence that this kind of representation is in good accordance with students’ real life experience (G7). Pictorial representations of light as idealized light rays are introduced at a later stage of the curriculum. This procedure is based on implications from research on multiple representations; namely, there is evidence that learners can use their prior knowledge of one representation to build understanding of a second representation [86]. Depending on the context, light rays and light beam representations are used alternately or together in order to establish representational coherency and to gain deeper conceptual understanding. Another implication of research on multiple representations is taken into account. When learners use multiple representations to construct deeper understanding, they need to relate representations to one another [86]. This procedure is not only in resonance with general design principle G7, but also with general design principle G5 as it considers the individual perception and gradually integrates it into more abstract principles.

So, when the pictorial representation of light rays is introduced, the model character of light rays is explicitly discussed and the relation to the observable phenomenon as a whole is made.

4. (DS4) A point-to-point mapping model is used to introduce image formation

The previously discussed domain specific design principle (DS3) is strongly related to the main idea of (DS4). Image formation is a very challenging topic for students, especially when its explanation is based on the use of standard ray diagrams only, which are typically over-represented in conventional instruction [95]. In traditional school settings, teachers tend to overcome the conceptual complexity by providing students with recipelike instructions on how to construct an image with the help of ray diagrams. “[T]he more basic questions of why and how images are formed are not properly addressed.” [95].

As the optics curriculum is aligned to students’ learning needs, image formation is not immediately formalized by the use of ray diagrams, due to several reasons discussed earlier, like a desire to establish representational coherence (G7) [84,86]. We introduce a point-to-point mapping model, based on the point-to-point correspondence (see Fig. 9) between an object and its optical image: A visible, extended object is conceptualized as an arrangement of many luminous points, each of them emitting diverging light bundles. Optical systems like lenses converge these light bundles to an image point. Ray diagrams are introduced at a later part of the curriculum and there, the one-to-one correspondence between object points and picture points is emphasized again.

5. (DS5) Whenever possible, learning paths start from subjectively perceived phenomena. In a second step, these perceptions are integrated in the objective system of physics. Students are repeatedly stimulated to interpret their subjective perception and experiences of optical phenomena from the scientific perspective of physics

As discussed in general principle (G5) on a more general level, individual experiences and scientifically oriented views on these experiences are systematically linked with the aim to increase the status of the scientifically adequate concepts. The following strategy is put into practice wherever possible: First, optical phenomena are investigated in order to explain simple relations between the physical quantities or concepts. Usually, this is done by tracking the path of light from the light source via optical systems to the observer [55,70]. Only then, traditional ray diagrams are constructed and finally related to the initial subjective perceptions.

V. CYCLES OF INTERVENTION AND EVIDENCE-BASED REDESIGN: THE EXAMPLE OF A CURRICULUM FOR INTRODUCTORY OPTICS

At the core of each DBR project lies the cyclic and iterative process of design–intervention–redesign: the
implementation of the current version of a TLE is analyzed and the findings guide the redesign of the TLE. In the development cycle (see Fig. 3), this process finally leads to some kind of artifact that is relevant for school practice and provides evidence-based approaches to address the initial practical problem. In the research cycle, the iterative process results in the refinement of the design principles that frame local and domain specific instruction theories.

Physics education research frequently aims at finding out whether students achieve a certain level of conceptual understanding due to an intervention. DBR pursues additional goals. It seeks to find out if intended learning processes are triggered by the teaching and learning environment, if students follow the conjectured learning paths, and which instructional elements support and/or hinder domain specific learning. Deeper insights into students’ domain specific reasoning can, however, only be achieved if the actual processes of students’ learning are analyzed in learning process studies. In order to design coherent research, DBR uses different qualitative methods for the analysis of learning processes depending on the research questions and settings [34] (e.g., student interviews, think aloud studies, or teaching experiments [96,97]). These methods are mainly used on an individual student level or in small groups and help to evaluate and redesign individual, distinct segments of the TLE.

At the same time, it is necessary to analyze the implementation of the full curriculum in real classroom settings. On one hand, learning is socially situated (Sec. III A), thus social interaction within a classroom may influence the implementation of the curriculum and the intended learning processes. As such, this interaction effect must be taken into account in the process of curriculum development. On the other hand, it is important to optimize the sequencing of the subtopics within a curriculum (Sec. III C). This is not practical in studies with single students due to the length of a curriculum. Here, the implementation in real classroom settings in combination with feedback tools like lesson log books, interviews, and questionnaires can contribute important information for the processes of redesign and validation.

In what follows, we will illustrate the DBR procedure using the concrete example of our curriculum for introductory optics at the middle school level, which was developed over a period of six years. The findings reported in this section refer to the current status of the curriculum, after 78 teaching experiments and 116 student interviews had been carried out in the course of the iterative design process. It is important to mention, however, that the process of curriculum design is never really finished, and must be seen as a work in progress—new research findings and practitioners’ feedback constantly provide potential for improvement.

Initially, the perceived practical problem—Austrian students’ weak conceptual understanding of introductory optics at the end of middle school—was analyzed in more detail to extract specific deficits. Namely, Austrian students’ conceptual understanding of basic optics concepts was tested with a two-tier concept test [98] in a national online survey \( (n = 3122) \) [17] (see Fig. 4, cycle 0). The analysis of these results provided more detailed insights into the main conceptual problems and served as a roadmap for the curriculum design.

In the next step (Fig. 3, heuristic level) we designed a full draft version of the curriculum that meets the requirements of our national syllabus for year 8. First, we specified the sequencing of relevant concepts of introductory optics. For each of these subtopics, hypothetical learning trajectories and conjectured learning processes were identified following the process model of educational reconstruction (Sec. III C) and the previously defined design principles (Sec. IV). The instructional elements generated in this way were then translated into students’ text, tasks, and experiments, which were given to three middle school teachers to obtain first feedback.

As a next step, the DBR model suggests trying the draft in interventions (see Fig. 3, empirical level). To this end, the introductory chapter of the students’ text was introduced in a year-8 class. The students were asked to give feedback on the students’ text on two levels, on the content level and on the level of representations (text, pictures, etc.) (Fig. 4, cycle I). After incorporating this feedback, learning processes stimulated by the introductory part of the TLE were investigated with the help of teaching experiments [99,100]. As a result, the first chapter of the course was thoroughly modified and some minor global changes were made.

The preliminary version of the full curriculum was implemented in a year-8 physics class during the span of 22 lessons (see Fig. 4, cycle II). Students’ performance was tested in a pre-post-test design, artifacts (e.g., students’ notebooks, lesson log book lead by the teacher) were collected, a teacher interview was conducted and student feedback was collected. General weaknesses of the curriculum could be identified by the triangulation of these data.

The following iterations of the design process focused on these weaknesses, which were treated as either new or modified practical problems in the model of DBR (see Fig. 3, empirical level). All sections of the curriculum that were reported as problematic, either by the teacher or the students, were investigated one after another. In other words, parts of the curriculum that caused any kind of practical problem in a school setting initiated a new iteration of the DBR process. This was done in different types of learning process studies depending on the type of practical problem identified. Figure 4 gives an overview of all main design cycles of our project. Each box symbolizes either a design cycle of the full curriculum (Fig. 4, cycles: II, VII, VIII) or a subtopic specific design cycle (Fig. 4, cycles: I, III, IV, V, VI, A, B, C, D).
As the arrangement of the boxes in vertical and horizontal directions illustrates, the subtopic-specific design cycles were executed either one after another (roman numbers I through VIII in Fig. 4) or in parallel (capital letters in Fig. 4).

The findings of all the previous subtopic-specific design cycles were used for the redesign and this redesigned version was again implemented in an authentic school setting (see Fig. 4, cycle VII). Many research results achieved in the project have already been reported in different papers and so they are here only briefly referred to [9,10,17,56,57,94,96–104]. Again, at the end of cycle VII, students’ performance was tested in a pre- post-test design, a teacher interview was conducted and student feedback was collected. Based on these findings, the curriculum was redesigned again. This current version of the curriculum was then tested in large scale in authentic school settings in cycle VIII (see Sec. VI B).

VI. LOCAL INSTRUCTION THEORIES AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE OPTICS CURRICULUM

The process of design-intervention-revision as outlined in the previous section has a theory-generative dimension. The initial set of theory-driven and evidence-based domain specific design principles is refined in response to data collected during successive rounds of implementation as outlined in Sec. V. This procedure results in local, domain, and even topic-specific theories about teaching and learning.

We introduced domain specific design principles as localization of general design principles. General design principles build the overarching theoretical frame, they characterize the general approach in terms of learning theories and conceptual change strategies. Domain specific design principles are local as their form depends on a number of factors specific to the creation context of a curriculum. This section presents the refined domain specific design principles (referred to as DSrev) and a selection of new, additional domain specific design principles (referred to as DSadd). In addition, it summarizes the evaluation of the current version of the curriculum in authentic school settings.

A. Local instruction theory about teaching and learning introductory optics

This section summarizes empirical findings related to the initial design principles and discusses their revision. In general, a local instruction theory can be regarded as a collection of consistent principles that offer ideas about learning processes and factors supporting these learning processes. The initially generated set of design principles of this project belongs to such a category of principles. They can be treated as hypotheses on teaching and learning introductory optics. In the course of iterative cycles of implementation, they are tested and where necessary refined (theory-driven and theory-generative aspects of DBR).

For the optics curriculum, most of these initial design principles were validated empirically. Some principles needed to be refined on an empirical basis as we will discuss in this section. Refined and added domain specific design principles again echo general design principles. In general, domain specific design principles are also in harmony with each other. However, teaching experiments revealed problematic instructional elements that could not be redesigned without lowering the status of a certain design principle (see DS10add). Collectively, they form a refined version of a local instruction theory on teaching and learning introductory optics. Because of the limited space of this paper, this section will only report a selection of additional principles and refinements of already discussed domain specific design principles that were deduced from empirical findings within the DBR process.

1. (DS2rev) The term light source is replaced by the term sender. This term has two subcategories: emitting sender and reemitting sender

It was necessary for us to refine the initial principle slightly, since students did not conceptualize the terms sender and reemitting sender on the same hierarchical level (G1). So, we now introduce the term sender as a general description. Afterwards two subcategories are introduced: emitting sender and reemitting sender. These terms better support students in conceptualizing appropriate ideas about the visibility of objects. The term sender is an umbrella term for both and thus higher in hierarchy.

The results which led to this change were gathered in teaching experiments, where students rejected the original names given to the two categories of primary and secondary light sources. A student suggested the word pair emitting sender and reemitting sender (G7). In the next cycle of teaching experiments this change was validated by students [97].

2. (DS6add) The topic of color phenomena, which is conventionally placed at the end of introductory optics in middle school, is treated right after the topic of vision and visibility of objects

Teaching experiments in the DBR project on introductory optics for middle school showed that the introduction of the SER mechanism [see domain specific design principle (DS1)] was quite successful in promoting students’ conceptual understanding. For many students, however, it was unsatisfactory that they were only able to explain the visibility of objects (reemitting sender) and not why they appear in a certain color [99]. Responding to students’ interests, we changed the curriculum on the macrolevel and introduced color phenomena right after the SER (sender-emission-receiver) and the SESR (sender-emission-scattering-receiver) model (G8). This change in
sequencing proved to work out fine in interventions in the classroom setting.

3. (DS7add) The process of absorption and selective reemission is stressed as the key mechanism of color phenomena and body color. Pictorial representations mirror all subprocesses

As (DS6add) points out, color phenomena are introduced together with the SESR model stating that we perceive an object in a certain color because we receive certain spectral colors from this object. Teaching experiments in the DBR project showed that middle school students found it tricky to deduce this process from conventional forms of representation. Hence, we asked year-8 students who were familiar with this concept to draw this process in a way that would support their peers’ understanding (G9) [87]. Their drawings were categorized and synthesized into one representation that demonstrates selective absorption as well as selective reemission (reflection), as shown in Fig. 10: The conical white arrow represents light beams that reach the object permanently. The wiggly arrow entering the object represents the selective absorption part. The green arrow leaving the object represents the reemitted light. Compared to the white arrow, this arrow is intentionally smaller to represent the selectiveness of the process and the conservation of light energy. In addition, the motto “From nothing, nothing can come” is actualized (G4), as the observer perceives only an image of the object if light enters the visual system as shown in Fig. 10.

This type of representation was reported by students to be very helpful in teaching experiments and in interventions in school settings [94,96].

4. (DS8add) White light is represented as white in pictures

Teaching experiments and student interviews within the DBR project replicated the familiar problem that “the kind of light physicists define as white light is usually conceptualized as ordinary light, ‘normal light’ (Feher & Meyer, 1992) or simply as light.” [9]. When asked for a description of light (which is usually related to daylight or sunlight), students in our study did usually not mention the technical term white light, neither did they attribute the characteristic white. They rather associated yellow or yellowish as key features of light. As the source of their conceptions, students mentioned conventional pictorial representations of light from the sun or from other familiar light sources (light bulbs, flash lights, etc.), in which light is generally represented as yellow (G1) [9,96]. In the first version of our curriculum materials, we also represented white light with yellow beams. It was actually quite embarrassing for us to have fallen in this trap. Above this, it was quite challenging to modify all pictures accordingly. In general, it is not trivial to represent white light on white paper. In the later versions of the curriculum, we represent white light with white beams or rays on a gray background (see Fig. 8) or on a white background (see Fig. 6). Teaching experiments showed that visual representations contrasting white and yellow light stimulate awareness that daylight or sunlight is different from yellow light.

5. (DS9add) The curriculum provides learning experiences that support students in understanding the difference between white and yellow light

As mentioned in (DS8add), learners tend to have problems in conceptualizing the difference between yellow light and white light. However, without a solid understanding of white light, it is difficult to understand body color. In instruction, characteristics of yellow light may be cognitively activated and attributed to daylight or sunlight (white light). If so, it is not plausible for students why daylight or sunlight should be split up into the spectral colors [9]. We developed a simple experiment to help students understand white light (see Fig. 11).

When light (white light) is beamed on a surface that is white under white light by definition (e.g., white paper ISO11475:2004), we can observe a whitish spot on this surface. When the same thing is done with yellow light, we can observe a yellowish spot on this surface as Fig. 11 shows. So, a white light spot on a piece of white copy paper
proves that the incident light is white, a yellowish light spot proves that the incident light is yellow. For learners it is easy to handle this experiment and to investigate the light color of different light sources (G2, G5) [96].

6. (DS10add) The content structure of the topic body color is aligned to learners’ needs on the mesolevel

In the first version of the optics curriculum, the instruction on the spectral composition of white light was unable to increase the status of the intended key ideas. This instructional element challenged us a lot, as we tried several modifications without any success. In the end, we decided to consult experts. In an expert discussion with physics education researchers, university lecturers of physics education, and physics teachers, audio transcripts of the teaching experiments were analyzed and discussed. The experts suggested to change the content structure on the mesolevel (G8). A traditional content structure that starts with the key-idea “white light can be split up” [see Fig. 12(a)] may activate alternative conceptions about white light as outlined in DS8add and DS9add instead of increasing the status of intended concepts.

Based on this hypothesis, we restructured the sequence of key ideas as shown in Fig. 12(b) and achieved good results in teaching experiments [9].

In this context we had to lower the priority of general design principle G3. While the original content structure followed a continuous conceptual change strategy (G3), the new context structure was based on cognitive conflict. In the original content structure preknowledge about rainbows was activated as a relevant knowledge element. The new approach was based on an experiment showing that red and green light can be mixed and results in yellow light. This causes cognitive dissonances as students usually know only crayons or watercolors and there red and green add up to a brownish black.

7. (DS11add) The term color is replaced by light color when the physical characteristics of light (wavelength) are addressed and by material color when a material object with a certain reflection characteristic is addressed

Interviews in the course of the DBR project revealed that students usually associate color particles with the term color [100,104].2 This is not very surprising, as from childhood we are confronted with material objects (crayons, watercolors, etc.) which are called colors. In contrast, students have hardly any experience in mixing light beams that appear in different colors (“light colors”). Therefore, the term color may activate notions that are not very helpful for understanding color phenomena as related notions usually operate on the material level of paint particles (G1). In our curriculum, middle school students as well as their teachers appreciated the alternative verbal representations light color and material color as they support students on a conceptual level in distinguishing processes usually labeled as additive and subtractive color mixing (G7).

8. (DS12add) The difference between light and matter is stressed in the curriculum. It is anchored by the motto “light is different”

From research, it is well known that students interpret light as a substance (G1) [105]. This alternative conception blocks the understanding of other key ideas of optics. Students believe, for example, that light propagates less far from a primary light source during the night than during the day. As a reason they frequently mention that the daylight blocks the light of other sources [98]. Another issue that causes confusion is the mixing of two light beams. In the curriculum, we explicitly discuss and stress one difference between light and matter: A certain place can only be occupied by one material object at a time. On the other hand, if the light of one source propagates through a certain area in space, light from another source can propagate at the same area in space at the same time. This key idea is anchored with the motto “light is different” (G4).

What we actually mean when we talk about light color is the color impression we get of a beam of light that hits a white surface. In German, there is one term “Farbe” that stands for both: the color of a beam of light (in short in our paper: light color) and the color of material objects like paint particles (in short in our paper: material color). This fact—one term with two different meanings—is confusing for students when it comes to color mixing, as they do not distinguish whether color in terms of light (additive mixing) or in terms of paint particles (subtractive mixing) is addressed. Usually they just think of the latter. So, the idea was to specify what we mean in our curriculum when we say color: light color (“the color of” a light beam) or material color (the material aspect of color, the color of material objects or the color of the paint particle). So, for us, the latter denotes macroscopic, material objects which we perceive in a certain color under white light.
9. (DS13add) The concept of kinesthetic astronomy [106] is used to teach the phases of the moon

The concept of kinesthetic astronomy involves a series of simple body movements of learners to provide insight into celestial motion and “how these motions influence what we see in the sky at various times of the day and year” (G2) [106]. The teachers involved in the first field implementation of our curriculum criticized the chapter on the phases of the moon due to its very conventional approach. According to them, students were not supported in understanding the most important concepts. They gave feedback that the students especially struggled with the special aspect that two-dimensional pictures needed to be interpreted while the process is three dimensional. This feedback is consistent with research regarding the use of multiple representations and the difficulty multiple representations may cause learners in certain contexts [107,108]. It was suggested to integrate the concept of kinesthetic astronomy in the curriculum for the section on the phases of the moon. In so doing, learners were able to gain knowledge from one representation that has an enactive characteristic, before additional iconic representations were introduced. According to feedback of later implementation of the curriculum that utilized this holistic approach, the strategy of “applying the understanding of one representation to interpret the other representation” [109] was successful in supporting student learning (G7).

10. (DS14add) When students explore image formation with plane mirrors, they first focus on the image formation of external objects before their own mirror image is treated

Teaching experiments within the DBR project [103] revealed that image formation with plane mirrors is very difficult for students, as consistent with prior PER findings [61,110–112]. Most students have the deeply rooted misconception that a plane mirror flips right and left (G1). This idea seems even to be reinforced when they explore image formation by observing their own mirror image. In this case, the dual role of the student as both observer and mirrored object adds additional complexity to the situation. When we observe our own mirror image, we believe that we are facing ourselves in the way we would face a person that stands opposite to us, so to speak, a person that looks out of the mirror. Actually, we perform a horizontal flip mentally without noticing. This causes problems for learning processes with plane mirrors. If students explore images of objects that are positioned between the mirror and the observer first, the intended concept is strengthened. The understanding of their own mirror image can be developed on this basis.

B. Large scale evaluation of the curriculum for introductory optics in school settings

The previous sections were dedicated to the theory-into-practice aspect of curriculum design: Using the example of our curriculum for introductory optics, we presented the process of the curriculum development and its theoretical underpinnings as well as generated theories about teaching and learning introductory optics at middle school level. Finally, we will briefly focus on the empirical results of our curriculum. As illustrated in Sec. VI A, the iterative process of design-intervention-revision was based on empirical findings in teaching experiments and other interventions in authentic school settings, which were reported in numerous publications [10]. However, we want to give a picture of the full project, which also includes empirical results of the implementation in school settings. Therefore, we report the results of the first full implementation of the curriculum in its current form in authentic school settings in five year-8 middle school classes in Austria.

The teachers of these classes were provided with the curriculum materials. However, they were not explicitly introduced to the curriculum, nor were they given any additional details about the theoretical background of the curriculum. Only a short informal meeting was scheduled individually with each teacher before the intervention. There, the teachers were asked to keep lesson log books to document each lesson and to obtain regular student feedback. Impressions collected during the work with our curriculum were discussed during a second short meeting with the teachers afterwards.

Students’ learning gains were measured in a pre-post design using a two-tiered multiple-choice test on conceptual understanding in introductory optics [17,98,102]. The idea was not only to determine students’ learning gains caused by our intervention, but also to compare their learning outcomes with that of traditionally instructed classes according to the national year-8 physics syllabus. Therefore, conceptual understanding was also tested in 16 comparable Austrian middle school classes. Additionally, the teachers of these 16 year-8 classes were asked to fill in a lesson log book, which requested information about their optics instruction, like the topics covered, the number of lessons taught, the materials used, etc.

Data were analyzed with IBM SPSS 22. The internal consistency of the test was determined by Cronbach’s $\alpha$ [113]. The scores of Cronbach’s $\alpha$ were 0.57 for the pre-test and 0.70 for the post-test. The low scores for the pre-test are not surprising due to the floor effects of students’ performance before the intervention. The scores for the post-test are acceptable, especially when we consider the two-tiered structure of the items. We only analyzed cases with completely filled in pre-tests and post-tests. Based on these restrictions, the intervention group consisted of 93 students [49 female, 40 male, 4 not assignable; mean age $M = 13.8$ yr (SD = 0.571)] and the baseline group of 393 [169 female, 196 male, 28 not assignable; $M = 13.99$ yr (SD = 0.58)]. The groups did not show any significant difference according to their performance in physics, which was compared based on their grades (1 = excellent,
5 = fail). The average grade in physics was $M = 2.15$ (SD = 0.99) in the intervention group and $M = 2.23$ (SD = 1.077) in the baseline group. A Mann-Whitney U-Test [113]—a nonparametric test to compare two sample means of ordinal data—was performed. It showed no significant difference between the groups.

For the students who were instructed with our curriculum a $t$-test on paired differences [113] was performed to determine whether the mean difference between the performance in the pre-test and in the post-test of the same students is zero. The results of the test on paired differences indicates a highly significant difference between the mean pre-test and post-test scores of the intervention group $[t(92) = -11.855, p < 0.001]$. Cohen’s $d$ was calculated to illustrate the effect of the intervention, and shows a big effect ($d = 1.31$) [113].

A comparison of the pre-tests and post-tests of the students who were instructed with our curriculum and the students who were traditionally instructed was carried out. A $t$-test on independent samples [113] was conducted. It compares the means of different groups of students that were assigned to different treatments. In our case the postinstructional sum scores of the intervention group and the baseline group were compared. The results show that the students of the intervention group performed significantly better in the post-optics concept test $[t(484) = 10.197, p < 0.001]$. The results of the Levene test [113], which is in general used to test the null hypothesis that the variances of the different groups are equal, report the equality of variances ($F = 0.329$, $\text{sig} = 0.566$). The overall effect size due to the treatment is big ($d = 1.18$). A closer analysis on item level shows that the students of the intervention group outperform the baseline group on a highly significant level in items where the mastery of the SER model is helpful. More detailed findings are reported in Ref. [10].

VII. CONCLUSION: DESIGN-BASED RESEARCH SUPPORTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE

As we have tried to show in this paper, the development of theory-driven and evidence-based curricula is a challenging and time-consuming business. Challenging as there are instances when carefully designed instructional elements do not work at all and you have to start from scratch again (see Sec. VI A). This and the fact that learning processes are split up to very small sequences for analysis makes it time consuming. Another challenging and time-consuming component is the organizational dimension as DBR works in authentic school settings. This is particularly the case if one prioritizes the utility of the curriculum for practitioners as we have done, instead of being content with demonstrating success in ideal conditions that do not mirror real school contexts [114].

We recommend design-based research as one possible research agenda to improve the existing teaching practice in middle school physics classrooms. This approach provides theoretical guidelines that make the process of curriculum design transparent without being too rigid to ignore diverse conditions and needs of authentic school settings. In the particular case of the optics curriculum, we identified the relevant theoretical aspects underpinning the design process itself on a metalevel as outlined in Sec. II and operationalized the single steps we undertook. In Sec. IV we outlined the theory-into-practice aspect on the operative level of curriculum design. The theories outlined in Sec. III are the basis for the design process of our curriculum on the level of the intended learning processes in optics. Sec. IV showed how these theoretical aspects were translated into two types of design principles: The general as well as the domain specific design principles. These principles guided the curriculum design as hypotheses about the domain specific learning processes. To be clear, the actual form of a curriculum is defined not only by the design principles; rather, it is also shaped by the curriculum designer’s experience and creativity. Nevertheless, the operationalization of the first version of the design principles made it possible to identify critical aspects during the implementation of different iterations of the curriculum as illustrated in Sec. V. Based on the empirical findings from learning process studies, we were able to refine the original principles as outlined in Sec. VA. For example, it very soon became clear to us that the term sender was way more general for learners than the term reemitting sender. Through this, we understood that students could not easily discriminate between those two. The redesign, to introduce sender as a general category with two subcategories, enhanced students’ learning drastically.

One perhaps may see this as a trivial point. For us, however, this is a point at the core of our understanding of a DBR-based approach to curriculum development. As we found out, even slight changes in the use of ideas, terms, or pictorial representations can change the learning significantly. It seems that teaching and learning arrangements are chaotic in the sense that even slight differences in design may lead to an enormous difference in the outcomes. The use of the design principles made such effects visible and they helped us in refining the local instruction theory on teaching and learning.

The empirical results on the implementation of the full curriculum in authentic school settings indicate that the curriculum in its present form, having undergone several changes and adaptions, is qualified for further use. The analyses of students’ learning outcomes reveal that students instructed with our curriculum improve their achievement significantly and clearly outperform traditionally instructed students. This is remarkable, as the teachers who implemented our curriculum in their classes were not informed of the underlying framework and theoretical considerations of the course.

To sum it up, our DBR approach to curriculum design resulted in valuable findings and products on both levels, on the development and on the research level. First, we
were able to develop ready to use curriculum materials that are appreciated by teachers and students. And above all, we could show that our curriculum materials promote learning of introductory optics significantly better than traditional instruction does.

Our major contribution to research is to shed light on a systematic process of how design principles are deduced and practically applied in the creation of a curriculum. Additionally, we show how they are refined in response to data collected during implementation. We have also uncovered how and why design decisions were taken and how they were translated into curriculum material. In addition, we outlined the different types of interventions (learning process studies, teaching experiments, field studies, …) that helped us to test the efficiency of the curriculum and the materials that go with it. Generally speaking, this paper contributes to the still existing gap [3–5,7,8] on how learning theories can systematically shape curricula.

The detailed description of this theory-into-practice aspect and of related challenges (see Sec. VI A) shall also assist other collectives of PER researchers and teachers in their curriculum design endeavors. We believe our approach can be easily transferred to other curriculum design projects, due to our experiences in several curriculum design projects following this approach.

Lessons learned from our optics project can be summarized as follows: Identify and analyze the initial practical problem(s). Invest enough time in literature research and preparatory theory work. It will pay off. Verbalize the design principles in sufficient detail so that they are comprehensible even for external persons. It is not enough to simply have the design principles in mind. The design principles function as a heuristic for each design decision. Be aware that you cannot do everything at once. Start with first small steps and develop the curriculum and the design principles iteratively and consider them mutually. Align your evaluation tools well to the objectives of the curriculum project. Do not lose sight of the initial practical problem. Use the data collected during different phases and types of implementation to rethink and refine design principles and already existing instructional elements. Find critical friends. Cooperate with open-minded and research-oriented teachers and appreciate their practical wisdom.

All in all, we interpret these outcomes as a hint that a theory-into-practice approach as inherent in DBR can bring us closer to our goal of enhancing the quality of middle school physics instruction by finding informal channels of bridging the gap between research findings and school reality.
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